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Abstract

The present study examined the extent to which adaptive feedback and just-in-time

writing strategy instruction improved the quality of high school students’ persuasive

essays in the context of the Writing Pal (W-Pal). W-Pal is a technology-based writing

tool that integrates automated writing evaluation into an intelligent tutoring system.

Students wrote a pretest essay, engaged with W-Pal’s adaptive instruction over the

course of four training sessions, and then completed a posttest essay. For each

training session, W-Pal differentiated strategy instruction for each student based

on specific weaknesses in the initial training essays prior to providing the opportunity

to revise. The results indicated that essay quality improved overall from pretest to

posttest with respect to holistic quality, as well as several specific dimensions of essay

quality, particularly for students with lower literacy skills. Moreover, students’ scores

on some of the training essays improved from the initial to revised version on the

dimensions of essay quality that were targeted by instruction, whereas scores did not

improve on the dimensions that were not targeted by instruction. Overall, the
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results suggest that W-Pal’s adaptive strategy instruction can improve the quality of

students’ essays overall, as well as more specific dimensions of essay quality.

Keywords

writing strategies, adaptive instruction, intelligent tutoring systems, automated

writing evaluation

Effectively conveying meaning in written texts is critical for academic and pro-

fessional success. Writing performance is among the best predictors of academic

achievement (Graham, et al., 2020; Graham & Hall, 2016). However, students

struggle with writing as a result of underdeveloped knowledge and skills (Miller

et al., 2018; National Commission on Writing, 2004). In general, students do not

receive sufficient writing instruction (Graham et al., 2014), in part because many

instructors feel underprepared to teach writing (Kiuhara et al., 2009) and are

often limited in their capacity to provide opportunities for writing practice along

with targeted, individualized feedback. In response, researchers have developed

technology-based writing tools. One such tool is the Writing Pal (W-Pal; Roscoe

& McNamara, 2013), which provides writing strategy instruction, extended

practice, and immediate formative feedback. W-Pal has demonstrated effective-

ness for improving high school and college students’ strategy knowledge and

writing performance (e.g., Crossley et al., 2016; Roscoe et al., 2013, 2014, 2015;

Roscoe & McNamara, 2013).
Despite the promise of W-Pal to improve students’ writing performance,

there remain opportunities to further develop its capabilities. Specifically, pre-

vious iterations of the system were not adaptive to students’ performance, as

there were no mechanisms for recommending instructional modules or sequen-

ces of modules based on the quality of students’ essays. In this study, we imple-

ment and examine an adaptive instructional cycle that uses automated

evaluation of students’ essays to direct them to an instructional strategy

module targeting specific weaknesses (e.g., introduction quality, body quality,

or lack of elaboration) in those essays. After studying these modules, students

have the opportunity to revise. Rather than engaging with all instructional

modules within W-Pal, this adaptive approach individualizes instruction based

on students’ needs identified from their writing. The goal of the adaptive instruc-

tion, particularly when coupled with feedback and practice opportunities, is to

address students’ weaknesses and improve the quality of their writing overall. In

the current study, we examined the extent to which W-Pal’s new adaptive, just-

in-time instruction improved the quality of high school students’ persuasive

essays. We were particularly interested in the extent to which W-Pal improved

essay quality for students with lower literacy skills (i.e., reading comprehension),
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as these students are most likely to face writing difficulty. We also examined the
extent to which W-Pal fostered improvement on the specific weaknesses identi-
fied in students’ writing for which they received individualized instruction.

The Challenge of Developing Writing Proficiency

A core challenge of writing instruction lies in the multidimensional nature of
writing, which requires students to coordinate several cognitive skills and
knowledge sources through multiple demanding processes including setting
goals, solving problems, and strategically managing cognitive resources (Allen
et al., 2016; Flower & Hayes, 1981; Hayes, 1996). Every student brings a unique
profile of skills to a given writing task, and these variables interact to influence
students’ writing processes and, in turn, the strategies and procedures they
draw upon.

When students can successfully leverage these skills over the course of pre-
writing, drafting, and revising, then the end product is more likely to be a rel-
atively high-quality essay (Flower & Hayes, 1980; Kellogg & Whiteford, 2009).

Successful essays and successful writers do not necessarily share the same
linguistic attributes or characteristics as there are many ways to write a good
essay and multiple profiles of successful writers (Crossley et al., 2014). Indeed,
the quality of an essay cannot be defined by a singular set of pre-defined lin-
guistic properties. Critical dimensions of writing, such as cohesion, structure,
lexical sophistication, and content are all important linguistic elements of qual-
ity, but students combine them in different ways to produce successful writing
(Crossley et al., 2014). A critical implication of this variability is that students
can succeed or fail at writing tasks in various ways. Thus, students may benefit
from instruction and feedback that target their specific needs (Dempsey et al.,
2009; Ericsson et al., 1993). Students’ needs may also vary across essays, as
students may show patterns of strengths and weaknesses that differ across var-
ious essay prompts (Allen et al., 2016, 2019; Crossley, 2020). These strengths
and weaknesses can also change over the course of writing practice, feedback,
and instruction (Kieft et al., 2007; Torrance et al., 2000). Consequently, a one-
size-fits-all approach to writing instruction and support may be less effective
than an approach that individualizes feedback and instruction for each student
at the level of the individual essay, as well as across essays.

A substantial challenge for providing such feedback and instruction is teach-
ers’ ability to provide students with high-quality individualized feedback,
instruction, and opportunities for extended practice, all of which are necessary
for skill building in general (Ericsson et al., 1993), as well as for development of
writing skills (Graham & Perin, 2007; Johnstone et al., 2002; Kellogg &
Raulerson, 2007). Extended practice is much easier to develop and deploy in
well-structured domains (e.g., times tables and vocabulary building) but far
more complex and time consuming for ill-structured and open-ended tasks
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such as writing essays. Fortunately, researchers have developed technology-
based writing tools that can efficiently provide students with instruction,
practice opportunities, and feedback to improve writing performance.

Writing Pal: Combining Automated Writing Evaluation and
Intelligent Tutoring

Writing Pal (W-Pal) was designed to provide writing strategy instruction, feed-
back, and extended practice opportunities for developing adolescent and young
adult writers. W-Pal is unique because it pioneered the combination of two
powerful technology components—automated writing evaluation (AWE) and
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs). The theoretical and technological founda-
tions of W-Pal (i.e., W-Pal’s integration of AWE and intelligent tutoring) have
been described in existing work (Crossley et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2010; Roscoe
et al., 2014). AWE systems leverage natural language processing tools to eval-
uate student writing across several dimensions and provide feedback to students
(Crossley et al., 2013; Grimes & Warschauer, 2010; Ranalli et al., 2017). One
benefit of AWEs is that they can grade and offer individualized feedback to an
entire classroom of students in a matter of seconds – a feat that would be
impossible for a single teacher. Thus, AWEs offer scalability as well as oppor-
tunities for individual students to engage in more practice in less time. Existing
evidence suggests that AWEs are effective when they provide opportunities for
practice along with formative feedback that aligns with classroom instruction,
which allows each student to receive support without additional strain on teach-
ers’ time and resources (Roscoe et al., 2011, 2013; Shute, 2008). Although AWE
systems are helpful, their core purpose is to facilitate writing assessment. One
limitation is that students may receive feedback that they do not know how to
implement. Consequently, researchers and developers have investigated the
extent to which AWE can be integrated into ITSs to provide students
with instruction on the writing process (Roscoe et al., 2011; Roscoe &
McNamara, 2013).

W-Pal incorporates elements of an ITS along with AWE to improve high
school and college students’ writing performance in the context of persuasive
essays (e.g., Crossley et al., 2013; Roscoe & McNamara, 2013). Specifically,
W-Pal provides feedback along with instructional modules that sequentially
target writing strategies. Strategy instruction is provided to students via nine
writing strategy modules that focus on particular strategies within one of the
three phases of the writing process: prewriting, drafting, and revising. Prewriting
modules include (a) freewriting and (b) planning. Drafting modules include (a)
introduction building; (b) body building; and (c) conclusion building. The revis-
ing modules include (a) paraphrasing; (b) cohesion building; and (c) polishing of
the text. An instructor or student can choose specific modules or complete each
module in the default sequence. To provide strategy instruction, W-Pal uses
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animated pedagogical characters to explain writing strategies throughout a

series of modules for prewriting, drafting, and revising. For each dimension

of strategy instruction, the pedagogical character explains the strategy’s purpose

and meaning and then gives a concrete example of how to use the strategy, as

well as a mnemonic to help students remember the strategy. For example, the

conclusion-building module advises writers to restate their thesis, explain how

their thesis was supported, close the essay, avoid new arguments, and present

ideas in an interesting way (i.e., RECAP; Allen et al., 2016; Roscoe et al., 2015 ).
After each instructional module, W-Pal also presents opportunities to prac-

tice using the writing strategies. Specifically, each lesson is connected to game-

based practice activities that help students to practice the strategy while also

fostering engagement (Shank & Neeman, 2001; Taub et al., 2020) while students

apply the writing strategies and reinforce the strategy knowledge acquired from

W-Pal. As an example, students can play the Essay Launcher game to practice

introduction building strategies. In this game, students try to rescue spaceships

by selecting thesis statements and attention-grabbers for sample introduction

paragraphs (see Figure 1). After students have practiced the strategies they

learned from the instructional modules through game-based practice, they are

given the opportunity to use the strategies in essay writing. Specifically, students

Figure 1. Screenshot of a W-Pal Game.
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practice writing timed persuasive essays that use SAT-style prompts. These
prompts require no specialized knowledge but do require students to synthesize
information and apply the strategies from the W-Pal modules.

When students submit training essays during their practice sessions, W-Pal’s
AWE system uses several text analysis tools (e.g., Coh-Metrix; Graesser &
McNamara, 2012; Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Cohesion [TAACO],
Crossley et al., 2016 ) to assess the student’s essay for content, rhetorical
style, text cohesion, and language sophistication (McNamara et al., 2013) and
assign an overall quality rating from poor to great on a six-point scale. The
essay is passed through a series of independent algorithms that drive feedback
selection. First, the essay is checked for length. If the essay is too short, students
receive feedback on idea development and content generation. Next, the system
checks for structural elements of the essay (e.g., paragraphs). For example, if an
essay consists of only two lengthy paragraphs, then the student receives feed-
back and instruction on how to structure an essay into an introduction, body,
and conclusion. If these initial checks are passed, the introduction, body, and
conclusion paragraphs are assessed individually via different algorithms. These
paragraph-level algorithms use various linguistic indices to make inferences
about paragraph quality. To illustrate, if the conclusion to an essay is flagged
as low quality, the student receives strategy feedback and instruction on how to
improve a conclusion. Thus, depending on the quality of individual sections in
the submitted training essay, more targeted formative feedback may be provided
for introduction, body, and/or conclusion building strategies. If an essay passes
all basic thresholds, they receive feedback that encourages general revision and
polishing. W-Pal’s formative feedback, instructional modules, and writing prac-
tice have been shown to improve high school students’ essay writing perfor-
mance (Roscoe & McNamara, 2013). Additionally, students have reported
that W-Pal’s game-based practice is generally enjoyable (Allen et al., 2014;
Roscoe & McNamara, 2013). Students have also shown greater gains in writing
strategy knowledge after engaging with the game-based practice compared to
traditional essay-based practice (Roscoe et al., 2014), with less skilled students
showing greater gains than skilled students (Roscoe et al., 2019).

Although W-Pal provides writing practice and timely, appropriate feedback
that is supplemented by instructional content, the system can be ineffective for
certain learners. Some students simply ignore feedback messages and fail to
adapt their writing (Wingate, 2010). Alternatively, students may try to thought-
fully consider the feedback, yet need additional practice and support to imple-
ment that strategy effectively in their writing. The original W-Pal was adaptive
in that it provides tailored feedback on essays, but students proceeded through
the system one instructional module at a time, and the selection of instructional
content was made by the teacher or student. Thus, the original W-Pal system did
not individualize instruction or tutoring—every student engaged with the same
set of instructional modules in the same order. To increase the efficiency and
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effectiveness of the W-Pal system for improving students’ writing performance,
we sought to enhance the system by integrating adaptive just-in-time instruction
that is individualized based on whichever instructional support each student
needs most.

W-Pal Adaptive Instruction

The goal of redesigning W-Pal was to implement just-in-time instructional adap-
tivity in addition to the current individualized feedback that W-Pal provides.
This adaptive instruction is akin to “outer-loop” adaptivity in that W-Pal uses
the students’ past performance (i.e., initial training essay) to direct them to
different instructional modules (VanLehn, 2006). ITSs that include adaptive
instruction demonstrate notable learning effects (d¼�0.75; VanLehn, 2011)
over those that do not. Importantly, implementation of adaptive instruction
in W-Pal means that students might no longer progress through W-Pal in the
same linear sequence like they did in the traditional W-Pal. In fact, students may
never even receive all of the instructional modules; instead, they receive only the
instructional modules and practice opportunities that best align with their
strengths and weaknesses.

More simply, one can imagine a one-on-one tutoring scenario. An instructor
would prioritize some feedback and lessons over others. If a student’s essay
includes an effective introduction (e.g., with a thesis statement), then the instruc-
tor is unlikely to provide additional feedback or instruction on that topic. By
contrast, if the instructor were reading the student’s essay and noticed a weak-
ness in its organization and cohesion, the instructor would not only provide
specific feedback about that weakness but would also be more likely to provide
additional instruction to support the student’s understanding (given sufficient
capacity to do so).

Procedurally, the new adaptive instruction is based on evaluations of stu-
dents’ essays to direct them to a specific strategy instruction module that targets
a given weakness in the essay. The adaptive instruction thus further reinforces
formative feedback. As shown in Figure 2, the student begins the “cycle” by
writing the essay. W-Pal then evaluates the essay via a series of indices drawn
from NLP tools (e.g., Coh-Metrix; McNamara & Graesser, 2012; TAACO,
Crossley et al., 2016 ) that assess the essays for different categories of potential
weaknesses associated with the writing strategies from the instructional modules
(e.g., length, poor introduction), then the system provides feedback and directs
the student to an instructional module based on this feedback. Table 1 provides
a summary of feedback and instruction that targets five potential weaknesses in
students’ essays.

The adaptive instruction varies task selection based on student performance.
For example, if a student’s initial essay lacks a strong conclusion, then the
student is directed to the conclusion module to watch the video lessons and
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play games that emphasize strategies that correspond to building the conclusion.

After the module has been completed, students then have the opportunity to

revise their initial draft. The system assesses the revision and provides a second

round of feedback. If the targeted weakness did not improve in the revised essay,

then the system directs them to either watch the overview video for the corre-

sponding instructional module or play games related to that module. If the

revised essays have a different weakness than the original essay, the system

Figure 2. W-Pal Adaptive Cycle.

Table 1. Feedback and Instructional Targeting the Weakest Dimensions of Essay Quality.

Weakest dimension Feedback topic Instructional module

Length Add more information Freewriting

Structure Clarify essay components Planning

Introduction Strengthen thesis statement Introduction building

Body Strengthen topic sentences Body building

Conclusion Summarize arguments Conclusion building

General (no specific weakness) Remove irrelevant information Cohesion building; polishing
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directs the student to watch the overview video of the instructional module that
corresponds to that weakness, which concludes the cycle for that session (see
Figure 2). This adaptivity also results in a different instructional sequence for
each student than a teacher would typically implement. That is, existing evi-
dence shows that teachers mainly follow the sequence of prewriting, drafting,
and revising, and as such, they tend to assign the modules linearly in the original
W-Pal system (Roscoe & McNamara, 2013).

The Current Study

The purpose of the current study was to examine the extent to which W-Pal’s
newly implemented adaptive instruction would improve the quality of students’
persuasive essays. Students completed pretest and posttest essays to gauge over-
all improvement over the course of their engagement with W-Pal. They engaged
with the W-Pal adaptive system for four training sessions. During each training
session, students wrote an initial training essay and were guided through differ-
ent strategy instruction and games based on the automated evaluation of their
initial essay in each session. Then, students had the opportunity to revise their
training essay. Thus, we also examined incremental changes in the quality of
students’ essays within each of the four training sessions.

First, we examined the extent to which W-Pal improved essay quality from
pretest to posttest, and more specifically, for whom improvement was greater.
W-Pal’s feedback and instruction was designed to improve writing performance
particularly for students who struggle with literacy skills. In our analyses, we
included reading comprehension skill as a moderator because existing research
has shown that reading comprehension and writing skills are intimately con-
nected via their shared demands on students’ knowledge and cognitive skills
(e.g., Allen et al., 2014). Thus, we aimed to examine whether W-Pal was more
or less effective for students who had lower literacy skills. Overall, we hypoth-
esized that the holistic quality of students’ essays would improve from pretest to
posttest. We also hypothesized that scores on the other essay quality dimensions
that were targeted by the adaptive instruction (e.g., length, structure) would
improve over the course of students’ engagement with W-Pal.

Second, we examined the extent to which students’ essays scores improved
from the initial to revised versions for the four W-Pal training sessions. Because
students received varied instruction for each of the four sessions to address the
specific weaknesses in their initial training essays, we examined whether students
improved on the dimensions for which they received instruction compared to the
dimensions that were not directly targeted by instruction. We hypothesized that
students’ revised training essays would show greater improvement on the dimen-
sions that received instruction relative to the dimensions that did not.
Additionally, we expected that W-Pal’s adaptive instruction would foster incre-
mental improvements in the instructed dimensions of essay quality across the
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four training sessions. Thus, we also examined the extent to which students

improved on the instructed dimensions across training sessions. We hypothe-

sized that students’ revised training essays would show overall improvement

across the training sessions on the dimensions for which they received instruc-

tion, whereas they would not improve on the dimensions that were not targeted

by instruction.

Method

Participants

Data were collected from n¼ 56 high school students from an urban school

district in the southwestern United States (26 female, 29 male, 1 declined to

answer). The mean age for students in the sample was 16.3 years (SD¼ 1.3 years,

Range¼ 13–19 years). Self-reported demographic data indicated that the sample

was 47% White, 31% Hispanic, 6% Black, 2% Asian, and 15% either selected

other or did not report. Eighty-five percent of the sample reported English as

their native language, 7% reported Spanish as their native language, and 8%

reported other languages. Students were paid for their participation. Due to

missing scores, data from five students were omitted from analyses.

Measures

System Log Data. Students’ interactions with W-Pal were logged throughout the

experiment. The resulting log data included: (a) each of the essays that students

authored in W-Pal, (b) the feedback received on those essays, (c) the instruc-

tional modules that students were directed to after feedback on their initial

essays, and (d) the revised essays after interacting with instructional modules.

See Table 1 for examples of feedback categories, topics, and associated instruc-

tional modules.

Pretest and Posttest Essays. Students completed two timed (25minute), SAT-style

prompt-based essays at the beginning (Pretest Essay) and end of the experiment

(Posttest Essay) in response to a prompt about either “competition” or

“images.” The “competition” prompt asked students to argue whether cooper-

ation or competition leads to greater success; the “images” prompt asked stu-

dents to argue whether images and impressions have too great an effect on

decision making. The prompts were counterbalanced across students (i.e., half

the students received the “images” prompt at pretest and the “competition”

prompt at posttest, and the other half received the reverse order).
The pretest and posttest essays were evaluated with a scoring rubric that

included a holistic score ranging from 1 (very poor) to 6 (excellent) and several

quality dimensions (also 1–6) related to the introduction, body, conclusion,
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organization, cohesion, grammar, voice, word choice, and sentence structure
(see Appendix for the holistic score rubric). Ratings were provided by two
teams of two expert raters. The raters were doctoral students in English com-
position with over three years of experience teaching college writing and rating
experience with standardized rubrics. The raters were first trained on the rubric
using persuasive essays that were not included in this study. When raters reached
an acceptable level of reliability (kappa >.70), they scored the persuasive essays
such that two raters scored each essay. Scoring took place across two waves,
each involving two raters. For each wave, raters independently scored the
essays along each of the 10 components. For the first wave, reliability between
the two raters ranged from acceptable to good across the four sub-scores
(ICCs ranged from .71 to .82). For the second wave, the reliability between
the two raters likewise ranged from acceptable to excellent between the two
raters (ICCs ranged from .70 to .91). Ratings that differed by one point were
averaged (i.e., a score of 2 by rater 1 and a score of 3 by rater 2 would result
in a final score of 2.5). If any scores differed by more than one point, a third
rater adjudicated the difference. However, pairs of human raters assigned
scores that were in exact agreement or were within one point more than
95% of the time.

Reading Comprehension Skill. Students’ reading comprehension skill was assessed
using Form T of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (GMRT; 4th ed.;
MacGinitie & MacGinitie, 1989). The GMRT includes 48-item multiple-
choice items to assess students’ reading comprehension ability by asking stu-
dents to read short passages and then answer two to six questions about the
content of the passage designed to measure reading comprehension skill. The
test was administered online via Qualtrics survey software. Existing research
suggests that scores provide a reliable indicator of students’ reading compre-
hension ability (a¼ .85–.92; Phillips, Norris, Osmond, & Maynard, 2002). All
students were given standard instructions, which included two practice ques-
tions. Students were given 20minutes to answer as many questions as possible.
The proportion of correct responses served as the outcome score.

Procedure

The study was conducted over a period of six days. All students completed
pretest measures on the Day 1 of the study, including the GMRT and pretest
essay. Then, students engaged with the W-Pal adaptive cycle for Days 2–5 (four
training sessions). For each of these sessions, students wrote one persuasive
training essay and then received feedback and an instructional module that
targets the weakest dimension of their essay (i.e., length, introduction, body,
conclusion, or structure; see Table 1 above). Then, all students were given
10minutes to revise their essay. W-Pal then provided feedback on their revised
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essay. If W-Pal’s AWE system indicated that the weakest dimension in the

revised essay was the same as in the initial version, then students could

choose to either watch the overview video for the corresponding instructional

module or replay a practice game from that module. If the weakest dimension in

the revision was different from the initial version, then students were directed to

the overview video of the corresponding module. Students completed this cycle

for each of the four training essays across the four training sessions. The four

training essay prompts addressed different topics: loyalty, memories, patience,

and winning. Finally, on Day 6, all students completed the posttest essay. The

pretest and posttest essays did not include feedback, instruction, or revision

opportunities.

Results

Preliminary Analysis

Each essay was assigned a holistic score that reflected the overall essay quality.

To evaluate the validity of these scores, we conducted a principal components

analysis on the pretest essays to establish whether holistic scores can serve as the

primary measure of essay quality or whether we needed to separately analyze

each of the dimension scores. The results revealed a single-component solution,

v2(36)¼ 764.4, p< .001, KMO¼ .920, that accounted for 68.6% of the total

variance. We interpret this result as evidence that holistic scores indeed reflected

overall essay quality as the synthesis of effective essay elements. The component

score and the holistic essay scores at pretest were also very strongly correlated

(r¼ .93, p< .001). Thus, subsequent analyses used holistic scores for overall

Table 2. Descriptives and Correlations Among Literacy Skill and Holistic Essay Rubric
Scores.

Score M (SD) Range 1 2 3 4 5 6

Reading comprehension

(GMRT prop. correct)

0.55 (.23) .14–.94 1

Pretest essay (Holistic)a 3.22 (.96) 1.0–5.5 .65*** 1

Training Essay 1 (Holistic) 3.30 (.81) 1.0–5.5 .58*** .52*** 1

Training Essay 2 (Holistic) 3.37 (.75) 2.0–5.0 .28* .43*** .47*** 1

Training Essay 3 (Holistic) 3.42 (.82) 1.5–5.0 .46*** .49*** .50*** .49*** 1

Training Essay 4 (Holistic) 3.74 (.88) 1.5–6.0 .36** .52*** .42*** .47*** .58*** 1

Note. GMRT: Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test.
aHalf of the participants’ pretest essays were based on the “Images” prompt and half were based on the

“Competition” prompt. Holistic scores did not differ between the “Images” prompt (M¼ 3.2, SD¼ 1.0)

and “Competition” prompt (M¼ 3.3, SD¼ 0.9), t(52)¼ .20, p¼ .84.

*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p< .001.
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essay quality. See Table 2 for descriptives and correlations among literacy skill
(i.e., reading comprehension skill), the pretest essay scores, and initial training
essay scores.

To What Extent Did W-Pal’s Adaptive Instruction Improve Students’ Essays
from Pretest to Posttest?

We first examined the extent to which W-Pal’s adaptive instruction fostered
overall improvement from the pretest to posttest. In addition, we also investi-
gated for whom W-Pal is beneficial. A goal of W-Pal is to improve writing
performance, particularly for students with lower literacy skills. To examine
improvement in essay quality from pretest to posttest, we conducted a series
of separate repeated-measures ANCOVAs. In each model, instruction (pretest
vs. posttest) was included as a within-subjects factor and literacy skills (i.e.,
reading comprehension skill) were included as a covariate. Each subscore
(e.g., introduction, body, conclusion, and structure), as well as the holistic
score were included as the dependent variables in their own respective models.
Table 3 provides a summary of the ANCOVA results for the main effects of
instruction (pretest vs. posttest) and literacy skills, as well as their interaction on
students’ scores for each essay dimension, as well as descriptive statistics of the
essay dimension scores on the pretest essay and posttest essays.

As shown in Table 3, scores improved from pretest to posttest for the intro-
duction, conclusion, and structure dimensions, whereas scores only marginally
improved for the body. Importantly, there was a large overall improvement in
holistic essay quality from pretest to posttest1 (see Figure 3). Moreover, across
all dimensions of essay quality, literacy skills were associated with performance,

Table 3. ANCOVA Results and Descriptive Statistics for Each Essay Dimension at Pretest
and Posttest.

Pretest Posttest Instruction Literacy (GMRT) Instruction� Literacy

M (SD) M (SD)

F-Ratio, p-value,

effect size

F-Ratio, p-value,

effect size

F-Ratio, p-value,

effect size

Introduction 3.6 (0.9) 3.8 (0.8) F¼ 17.46, p< .001,

g2p¼ .26

F¼ 13.73, p< .001,

g2p¼ .22

F¼ 14.35, p< .001,

g2p ¼.23

Body 3.5 (0.9) 3.7 (0.8) F¼ 3.50, p¼ .067,

g2p¼ .07

F¼ 23.07, p< .001,

g2p¼ .32

F¼ 1.28, p¼ .26,

g2p ¼ .03

Conclusion 3.0 (1.2) 3.2 (1.1) F¼ 4.75, p¼ .034,

g2p¼ .09

F¼ 29.37, p< .001,

g2p¼ .38

F¼ 3.86, p¼ .055,

g2p ¼ .07

Structure 3.6(0.8) 3.6 (0.7) F¼ 4.87, p¼ .032,

g2p¼ .09

F¼ 23.33, p< .001,

g2p¼ .32

F¼ 5.94, p¼ .019,

g2p¼ .11

Holistic 3.2 (1.0) 3.5 (0.8) F¼ 8.16, p¼ .006,

g2p¼ .14

F¼ 35.50, p< .001,

g2p¼ .42

F¼ 4.99, p< .001,

g2p¼ .23

GMRT: Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test.
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such that students with higher reading comprehension scores had higher scores

overall. For the introduction, conclusion, structure, and holistic quality, stu-

dents with lower literacy skills demonstrated greater improvement from pretest

to posttest relative to students with higher literacy skills, whereas literacy skills

did not influence improvement on the body of the essay.
These results suggest that students improved on both specific dimensions of

essay quality and holistic quality from pretest to posttest. However, during

engagement with the adaptive version of W-Pal, students received targeted strat-

egy instruction on only the weakest of five dimensions (i.e., length, introduction,

body, conclusion, structure) of their initial training essays within each of the

training sessions. Therefore, it is also critical to examine the extent to which

students showed more specific improvements on the dimensions for which they

received targeted instruction.

To What Extent Did W-Pal’s Adaptive Instruction Improve Weaknesses in

Students’ Training Essays from the Initial to Revised Versions?

Because students received feedback and instruction on the weakest dimension of

their initial training essays, we first used log data to identify which dimension of

each student’s initial training essay tended to show weaknesses for each session.

Students varied in the dimensions they struggled with across the four essays.

Figure 3. Improvement in Holistic Quality Prepost for High- and Low-Skilled
Comprehenders. Note. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 4 shows the percentage of students in the sample who received strategy
instruction targeting the dimensions of essay quality across the four training
essays. The dimension that most frequently received targeted instruction was
length. Students who were weakest on length were directed to the freewriting
instructional module, as insufficient essay length indicated a lack of elaboration
and idea development. The freewriting module encouraged idea development
and could therefore have fostered improvement in any or all of the other essay
dimensions (i.e., students could increase length of the introduction, body, con-
clusion, or some combination of the three), but it most strongly emphasized
substantiating the body of the essay. The second most frequently instructed
dimension was the introduction. Students who were weakest in structure, intro-
duction, body, and conclusion were directed to their respective instructional
modules. Note that students could have also received “general” writing instruc-
tion aimed at increasing completeness and clarity only when their essay passed
all of W-Pal’s thresholds for the other dimensions.

To examine the extent to which the adaptive instruction improved scores on
students’ training essays from the initial to revised versions, we used system log
data to first isolate the scores for the weakest dimension in the initial and
revised version of each training essay. Then, we compared each student’s iso-
lated scores to the mean score for the dimensions that were not directly
targeted by instruction. For example, if W-Pal determined that a student’s
weakest feature in their initial training essay was the conclusion, then W-Pal
would direct that student to the conclusion building module prior to revising.
For this student, we would examine improvement on the conclusion relative
to the other essay dimensions. Note that our operationalization of
“un-instructed” dimensions does not imply that the strategy instruction
could not also have improved additional dimensions, as they are inherently
interconnected (Allen et al., 2014). Instead, we mean that these dimensions
were not the direct target of the instruction.

Table 4. Percent of Students Receiving Instruction Modules Targeting the Weakest Essay
Dimensions.

Weakest dimension Instructional module

Training session

One Two Three Four Avg.

Length/elaboration Freewriting 43% 57% 36% 36% 43%

Structure Planning 9% 4% 4% 2% 10%

Introduction Introduction building 20% 16% 36% 38% 28%

Body Body building 0% 2% 5% 2% 2%

Conclusion Conclusion building 13% 7% 13% 7% 10%

General (no specific

weakness)

Paraphrasing/polishing 16% 13% 7% 13% 12%

Butterfuss et al. 15
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Because each student could have received different instructional modules for

each training essay, we compared improvement in the instructed dimensions

relative to the uninstructed dimensions for each essay. Thus, we conducted a

series of four separate repeated-measures ANOVAs that included essay version

(initial vs. revised) and instruction (instructed vs. un-instructed) as within-

subjects factors and scores on the instructed and un-instructed respective train-

ing essays as the dependent variables in their respective models.
For Essay 1, there was a main effect of version, F(1, 50)¼ 5.04, p¼ .029,

g2p ¼ .09, such that scores improved from the initial (M¼ 3.46, SE¼ .11)

to revised version (M¼ 3.74, SE¼ .09). This was qualified by a

Version� Instruction interaction, F(1, 50)¼ 9.08, p¼ .004, g2p ¼ .15 (see

Figure 4), such that the instructed dimensions improved from the initial

(M¼ 3.35, SE¼ .13) to revised version (M¼ 3.75, SE¼ .11), whereas the un-

instructed dimension did not differ between the initial (M¼ 3.56, SE¼ .10) to

revised version (M ¼ 3.72, SE¼ .09). No other effects reached significance. For

Essay 2, there was a main effect of instruction, F(1, 49)¼ 10.98, p< .001,

g2p ¼ .21, such that scores were higher overall on the uninstructed dimensions

(M¼ 3.74, SE¼ .06) than on the instructed dimensions (M¼ 3.56, SE¼ .09).

The Version�Dimension interaction did not reach significance. It is critical

to emphasize that the instructed dimensions were also the weakest dimensions,

so it is unsurprising that the scores for these dimensions were lower overall.

Likewise, for Essay 3, there was also a moderate main effect of instruction,

Figure 4. Improvement on Instructed Versus Un-Instructed Dimensions for Training Essay 1.
Note. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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F(1, 55)¼ 5.29, p¼ .025, g2p ¼ .09, such that scores were higher on the
un-instructed dimensions (M¼ 3.68, SE¼ .06) than on the instructed dimension
(M¼ 3.55, SE¼ .08). The Version�Dimension interaction did not reach signif-
icance. For Essay 4, no main effects or interactions reached significance.

These results show that students’ training essays improved on the instructed
dimensions relative to the un-instructed dimensions in some cases (i.e., Essay 1).
It is also possible that W-Pal’s adaptive instruction led to incremental improve-
ments in the instructed dimensions of essay quality across the four training
sessions.

To examine this, we conducted two repeated-measures ANOVAs with session
(sessions 1 - 4) and version (initial vs. revised) as within-subjects variables. For
the first model, the dependent variable was the rubric scores on instructed
dimensions; for the second model, the dependent variable was the rubric
scores on un-instructed dimensions.

For the first model, there was a main effect of session, F(3, 156)¼ 3.34,
p¼ .021, g2p ¼ .06, such that essay scores were higher for session 4 (M¼ 3.78,
SE¼ .09) than for session 1 (M¼ 3.54, SE¼ .10), session 2 (M¼ 3.54, SE¼ .09),
and session 3 (M¼ 3.56, SE¼ .09), ps< .01. There was also a Session�Version
interaction, F(3, 156)¼ 2.92, p¼ .036, g2p ¼ .05, such that scores significantly
improved for session 1 from the initial (M¼ 3.36, SE¼ .13) to revised essay
version (M¼ 3.79, SE¼ .11), p< .001. Scores did not differ between the initial
and revised versions for the remaining essays (ps> .10).

For the second model, there was a main effect of session, F(3, 156)¼ 2.85,
p¼ .040, g2p ¼ .05, such that essay scores were higher for session 4 (M¼ 3.86,
SE¼ .06) than for session 1 (M¼ 3.67, SE¼ .07) and session 3 (M¼ 3.72,
SE¼ .07), ps< .05, but did not differ from session 2 (M¼ 3.74, SE¼ .06).
This was qualified by a Session�Version interaction, F(3, 156)¼ 3.00,
p¼ .032, g2p ¼ .06, such that revised scores on Essay 4 (M¼ 3.72, SE¼ .09)
were lower than initial scores (M¼ 3.94, SE¼ .09), whereas scores for Essays
1 to 3 did not differ between the initial and revised versions (ps> .10).

These results show that students’ scores on the instructed dimensions signif-
icantly improved from the initial to revised versions on Essay 1, but not on the
others. By contrast, students did not significantly improve on the un-instructed
dimensions in any of the sessions. Students also showed improvement overall
from the first session to the fourth session. Overall, these results suggest that
adaptive instruction may benefit the quality of students’ essays in the training
sessions, as well as from pretest to posttest.

Discussion

The goal of the current study was to examine the extent to which W-Pal’s
adaptive strategy instruction would lead to improvements in high school
students’ writing. Adaptive instruction aims to provide students with a more
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individualized intelligent tutoring experience by administering writing instruc-

tion, practice, and feedback that targets each student’s specific weaknesses.

The new adaptive instruction version of W-Pal was designed to address stu-

dents’ most critical needs and was therefore expected to support improvements

in essay quality, particularly on dimensions with which students had the most

difficulty.
We first examined overall improvement in essay quality from pretest to post-

test and also whether these improvements were moderated by reading compre-

hension skill, as W-Pal’s feedback and instruction was intended to help students

with lower literacy skills. The results showed that holistic essay quality improved

from pretest to posttest only for students with lower literacy skills. Thus, W-Pal

seems to be beneficial when used by its target audience. Next, we examined the

dimensions of essay quality for which students could have received instruction

across their engagement with W-Pal. The results revealed that scores for the

introduction, conclusion, and structure improved markedly from pretest to

posttest, with greater improvements amongst students with lower reading com-

prehension skills. These findings generally supported our hypothesis that W-Pal

can lead to improvements in essay quality. In turn, this suggests that W-Pal

fostered writing strategy uptake overall, especially for students who need writing

strategies the most (Allen et al., 2014). It is promising that W-Pal improves

writing quality overall, but it is also critical to consider improvements to

essay quality at a finer grain size.
Specifically, the redesigned W-Pal varied instruction for each student depend-

ing on the weakness in each of the initial training essays. For each essay, stu-

dents could receive formative feedback and instruction to improve weaknesses

in essay length, introduction, body, conclusion, or structure, as well as general

instruction to increase clarity and completeness. Log data indicated that the

most frequently administered instruction was freewriting (43% of students) to

encourage idea development and elaboration. Instruction on freewriting could

have improved any dimension of essay quality depending on where students

chose to add more content, but the freewriting instruction most emphasized

the essay body. The next most frequent instruction was aimed at improving

the introduction (28% of students). Thus, there was variability with respect to

the strategy instruction students received across the training sessions.
We next examined the effectiveness of the adaptive instruction for improving

dimensions of essay quality for each training essay. We hypothesized that stu-

dents’ scores would improve from the initial to revised version on the dimen-

sions that were targeted by instruction relative to those that were not. The

results indicated that scores improved on the dimensions that received instruc-

tion relative to those that did not for Essay 1. For training Essays 2 and 3, scores

on the instructed dimensions did not improve and were lower than scores on the

un-instructed dimensions. This is unsurprising, because W-Pal provided
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instruction only for the weakest (i.e., lowest scoring) dimension. Overall, these
results provided partial support for our hypothesis.

We also examined the extent to which students’ essay scores on the instructed
dimensions of essay quality improved across the four training sessions. It is
possible that the adaptive instruction could have yielded incremental improve-
ment in the instructed dimensions, but we would expect relatively less improve-
ment on the dimensions that were not directly targeted by instruction.
Accordingly, we hypothesized that essay scores would improve overall on the
instructed dimensions, but not for the un-instructed dimensions. However, our
results did not support this hypothesis. The results suggested that scores on the
instructed dimensions did not improve overall across the four sessions, but as
before, session 1 scores improved from the initial to revised essay version. Scores
on uninstructed dimensions did not improve from the initial to revised version,
nor did they improve on any of the training essays.

There are several possible explanations for the limited improvement on
instructed dimensions of essay quality across the four training sessions.
Specifically, it may be the case that the strategy instruction went beyond the
targeted dimension and influenced other dimensions of essay quality. In the
present study, this would mean that the instruction also influenced scores on
the “un-instructed” dimensions. This possibility is plausible given evidence that
aspects of writing are interconnected (Allen et al., 2014). Although such instruc-
tional spillover may be helpful for students’ overall writing performance, it
would create difficulty in detecting the effect of instruction on any particular
dimension of essay quality. It is also possible that there were essay-specific
demands that influenced how amenable particular dimensions were to improve-
ment during revision (Allen et al., 2016). Indeed, the results indicated that, for
some training essays, there was no improvement from the initial to revised
versions.

These results also highlight interesting connections between students’
improvements in the training essays and their overall improvements from pretest
to posttest. First, the largest improvement from pretest to posttest was on the
introduction. Log data from the training sessions indicated that the introduction
was a frequent weakness in students’ initial training essays and was thus fre-
quently targeted by strategy instruction. It may be the case that the overall
improvement observed for the introduction from pretest to posttest was due
to the frequency of instruction that targeted the introduction. Second, students
also improved markedly in holistic essay quality from pretest to posttest. The
log data also indicated that the most common instruction was for idea devel-
opment and elaboration (i.e., the freewriting module). Although the freewriting
module emphasized substantiating the body of the essay, the instruction was
relatively nonspecific compared to the other modules. Thus, the freewriting
instruction could have improved essay quality on any dimension, as students
were free to elaborate on content anywhere in the essay during revision. These
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additions could have substantially contributed to improvements in holistic qual-
ity. However, these are merely speculations, as we do not have data that directly
supports these conclusions.

The findings of the present study should be interpreted in light of its limi-
tations. First, we had a small sample size, which imposed limitations in statis-
tical power. Second, the current study did not include a control group
comparison that used a pre-sequenced version. Ideally, the new version of
W-Pal with adaptive instruction would outperform the standard W-Pal in
terms of improvements to writing performance, but we were unable to provide
such evidence. Third, the instructional period lasted for only four training ses-
sions over four days. Thus, students only produced four training essays. We
would expect the effects observed in the current study to be amplified over a
longer instructional period with more opportunities for practice and targeted
feedback and instruction. Thus, future studies should compare W-Pal’s adaptive
instruction to the standard W-Pal with a larger sample over a longer instruc-
tional period. Doing so would provide a much more robust test of the benefits of
adaptive writing strategy instruction.

Despite the inherent limitations of this study, it is critical to emphasize the
importance of these results given the frequent lack of uptake of feedback on
students’ essays (e.g., Carless & Boud, 2018), and the vital importance of pro-
viding students with just-in-time instruction that focuses on their individual
needs. Students cannot improve their writing if they are merely made aware
of their weaknesses; rather, they must be provided with specific, formative feed-
back that provides them with suggestions on how to improve their essays.
Further, students benefit from instruction that exemplifies the strategies and
provides opportunities to practice applying them (i.e., game-based practice).
This study provides preliminary evidence that the combination of targeted writ-
ing strategy instruction along with essay writing practice can improve the quality
of students’ writing, particularly for students who tend to struggle with literacy
skills. The efficacy of automated adaptive instruction is critical because teachers’
limited time and resources makes it impossible for them to develop and deliver
effective personalized instruction and feedback on students’ writing. Thus, W-
Pal (and other writing-focused ITSs) may complement classroom instruction by
supplying additional practice and more individualized feedback and instruction.
Overall, the results of this study indicate that the combination of feedback and
instruction on writing strategies can provide an efficient and effective means of
improving students’ writing, without placing additional burdens on educators.

Appendix: Holistic Rating Form

After reading each essay and completing the analytical rating form, assign a
holistic score based on the rubric below. For the following evaluations you will
need to use a grading scale between 1 (minimum) and 6 (maximum). As with the
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analytical rating form, the distance between each grade (e.g., 1–2, 3–4, 4–5)
should be considered equal.

SCORE OF 6: An essay in this category demonstrates clear and consistent
mastery, although it may have a few minor errors. A typical essay effectively and
insightfully develops a point of view on the issue and demonstrates outstanding
critical thinking, using clearly appropriate examples, reasons, and other evi-
dence to support its position is well organized and clearly focused, demonstrat-
ing clear coherence and smooth progression of ideas exhibits skillful use of
language, using a varied, accurate, and apt vocabulary demonstrates meaningful
variety in sentence structure is free of most errors in grammar, usage, and
mechanics.

SCORE OF 5: An essay in this category demonstrates reasonably consistent
mastery, although it will have occasional errors or lapses in quality. A typical
essay effectively develops a point of view on the issue and demonstrates strong
critical thinking, generally using appropriate examples, reasons, and other evi-
dence to support its position is well organized and focused, demonstrating
coherence and progression of ideas exhibits facility in the use of language,
using appropriate vocabulary demonstrates variety in sentence structure is gen-
erally free of most errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics.

SCORE OF 4: An essay in this category demonstrates adequate mastery,
although it will have lapses in quality. A typical essay develops a point of
view on the issue and demonstrates competent critical thinking, using adequate
examples, reasons, and other evidence to support its position is generally orga-
nized and focused, demonstrating some coherence and progression of ideas
exhibits adequate but inconsistent facility in the use of language, using generally
appropriate vocabulary demonstrates some variety in sentence structure has
some errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics.

SCORE OF 3: An essay in this category demonstrates developing mastery,
and is marked by ONE OR MORE of the following weaknesses: develops a
point of view on the issue, demonstrating some critical thinking, but may do so
inconsistently or use inadequate examples, reasons, or other evidence to support
its position is limited in its organization or focus, or may demonstrate some
lapses in coherence or progression of ideas displays developing facility in the use
of language, but sometimes uses weak vocabulary or inappropriate word choice
lacks variety or demonstrates problems in sentence structure contains an accu-
mulation of errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics.

SCORE OF 2: An essay in this category demonstrates little mastery, and is
flawed by ONE OR MORE of the following weaknesses: develops a point of
view on the issue that is vague or seriously limited, and demonstrates weak
critical thinking, providing inappropriate or insufficient examples, reasons, or
other evidence to support its position is poorly organized and/or focused, or
demonstrates serious problems with coherence or progression of ideas displays
very little facility in the use of language, using very limited vocabulary or
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incorrect word choice demonstrates frequent problems in sentence structure
contains errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics so serious that meaning is
somewhat obscured.

SCORE OF 1: An essay in this category demonstrates very little or no mas-
tery, and is severely flawed by ONE OR MORE of the following weaknesses:
develops no viable point of view on the issue, or provides little or no evidence to
support its position is disorganized or unfocused, resulting in a disjointed or
incoherent essay displays fundamental errors in vocabulary demonstrates severe
flaws in sentence structure contains pervasive errors in grammar, usage, or
mechanics that persistently interfere with meaning.
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Note

1. The most frequently instructed dimension of essay quality was length, which indicates
a lack of idea development. Thus, we examined the extent to which increases in length
accounted for improvements in holistic essay quality from pretest to posttest. Indeed,
students’ essays increased in length (i.e., contained more words) from the pretest essay
(M¼ 307, SD¼ 129) to the posttest essay (M¼ 338, SD¼ 107), t(52)¼ 2.22, p¼ .030.
However, including change in essay length from pretest to posttest as a covariate in the
analysis of holistic essay scores revealed that the increase in length did not account for
improvements in holistic scores, F(1, 47)¼ 0.13, p¼ .72. Thus, improvements in essay
quality from pretest to posttest were not merely due to longer essays at posttest.
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